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London, UK, 2015 – sinnmusik* continue to galvanise their catalogue and recall one of 
their favorite remixers - Jamie Trench - for his first full EP. Hailing from Milton Keynes and 
with previous releases on Tsuba, Viva and his own label Roots For Bloom, Jamie’s latest 
offering is a package of funk-laden grooves backed up with remixes from Baldo,  
Bara Bröst, Hidden Spheres and Fewture & Freddie Glitch. 
 
Listen: https://soundcloud.com/sinnmusik/sets/sm025 
 

 
‘Still Need It’ kicks things off with frayed hats and rim shuffles sat atop a bumping kick and 
bass pattern. A classic vocal sample is niftily chopped and pitched before sinnmusik*’s 
very own mastering engineer Baldo weighs in and dims the lights on the original with his 
own sunken and moody revision. 
 
New comer Hidden Spheres then follow up his release on Dirt Crew and offer up a 
scuzzy, lo-fi take on ‘Still Need It’ that wades in behind glowing keys and swooning vocals 
before Berlin based duo Bara Bröst bring us the first production from their newly equipped 
studio in the form of their buoyant, floor-ready remix that sets darting synth patterns over a 
thick and bendy bass pattern. 
 
‘Who You Gonna Call’ then unfolds behind climbing horns and nifty funk samples that are 
sat atop a lethal bass pattern before Fewture & Freddie bring the release to a close with 
their stripped and sophisticated remix. 
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First Reactions: 
 
Luke solomon (Classic / Little Creatures) 
“bumpy - ace love it” 
 
Tensnake (Defected) 
“thanks, nice deep stuff, downloading” 
 
Danielle Moore (Crazy P) 
“My faves are who ya gonna call fewture mix, and the hidden spheres and the original of 
still need it. Nice package x” 
 
The Golden Boy 
“Really dig the original!” 
 
The Legendary 1979 Orchestra 
“Hidden Spheres Remix - WOW! The original is ultra dope as well! Special Fewture & F. 
Glitch remix too!” 
 
Bas (Plastic Love/  Culprit) 
“Good stuff on this EP, nice blend of quality deepness to get ready for the sunshine and 
some club bangaazzzz.” 
 
Friend Within 
“Who You Gonna Call nice and chunky” 
 
Carlos Sanchez (Poker Flat / Overall Music) 
“lovin' it! this is a great package... big up jamie!” 
 
Jimpster (Freerange Records) 
“Lovely remix from Baldo. will get this included on the Freerange show. nice one.” 
 
Huxley 
“bara brost remix is interesting!” 
 
Robert Etherson (Mia Dora) 
“Nice remix from Hidden Spheres, thanks :)” 
 
Peter Kruder 
“Hidden Spheres Remix, Who Ya Gonna Call ,Baldos Deep Mix are my favorite here” 
 
Jamie George (Rinse Recordings) 
“liking these.” 
 
Robert Owens 
"Cool Tracks!" 
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Behling & Simpson 
“the original is the one for me. that cheeky bassline is worthy of dj sneak himself. definite 
support” 
 
Tom Shorterz (Rinse FM) 
“BIG Release” 
 
Rich Main (Kalyde / Madtech) 
“Hidden spheres remix works” 
 
Dennis White (ThermalBear) 
“baldos mix for me :)” 
 
Funk Butcher (Rinse FM) 
“groovy!! big fan of Jamie's sound” 
 
Carlo (Good Ratio Music / Neovinyl) 
“What a nice and diverse ep!. Baldo's remix is getting my support here!! thxx! :)” 
 
Tom Peters 
“the baldos deep mix is great for the summer” 
 
Jambo (Crazylegs) 
“Really into this! Still Need It's got groove! Feeling the Baldos Deep mix too. Also into the 
Fewture remix of Who Ya Goona Call. Gonna be playing all 3 of these. Good work Jamie.” 
 
Baldo (Good Ratio Music / Neovinyl) 
“Happy to be part of this release with my remix and mastering of all tracks, thanks! :)” 
 
Tilman 
“Baldos remix is lovely! will play it!” 
 
PANDA (Charlie G / Mixmag) 
“Big” 
 
Sam Pearse 
“Top release, both versions of Who Ya Gonna Call sounding real tight!” 
 
Rey Aguilar 
“Great package. Full support.” 


